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Racer foocbaiJ kicks
off ita OVC ,......
onsbip defencltD& ...
10ft at 6 p.m. Saturday
in tbe Roy Stewart
S11dium apinst VaJpuajso..
'

VoL 71, No.2

Aupst2!.-

Bam manag_er awaits
investigation results
by Erh1 Blcbards
Editor in <llief

Yualir
.-Matt

by Adaianne BuftJne

ly underfunded."
the $519 for a three-holD' online
"'ther schools are going this way, course.
and we had to look at what areas we
Alexander cillld the 14CCllt mconvea
When studcnrs checked lheir billing could revise in light of ~nt budaet Dience" as anocher fiCtCr resultiaa in
statements for the fall 2003 semester, curs," Denton said...We had to lhe fee 1ncralle, allbousb many 1111some weft in fm- a big surprise regard- improve the situation for revenue."
dents bave found tbe price hiJce anyAs the popularity m Web classes thing but convenient.
ing ouUne claaes.
1'clpJ Vance enrolled in 1MC 390 rises nationally, universities everyJunior Jayme Oardon, from MlD'and aecidcd to drop the cl&u after wbcR are determining bow to appro- ray, said abe was very excirlld about
realizina one three-hour class would priately price Web classes for on- and the new experiencooftaldnJ an online
cost $541.50 in addition to full-time off-<:amp~~~ lhtdents, University Pres- joura1i1m elecdve untilllbe found out
tuition.
ident F. Kina Alexander said.
the price.
''Tbere's an ebb and flow goina on
"I was mad becaulle I Wllll't goiq
''I was not~ pay the equivalent of one paymeat for 18 hours (of nationally with Web-course fees," topaythatmucbfor•elecliveclall,"
lraditional classes) for one online Alexander said. ..Previously, off-cam- Oordon l8id. addiaJ tbat abe bad
clus." said Vance, a junior from MlD'- pus students have been paying the dropped the .,... c:oune and
ray. "It's ridiculous."
bulk of the cost. We're balancina the enrolled in an economics class
John Yates. dean of the Center for ciJarses, and it hurts on-campus Sill- instead.
Continuing Education, said Web denta the most"
Professor of jourLlism and maa
classes cost 130 percent more than the
Ale.llander said the extra funds also communicatiou Jolm Dillon. wbo
regular hourly rate for in-state tuition. will be used to cover the costs of train- teaches lhe coune both Vance and
Last year, online cowses were avail- ing faculty and developing new online Gordon chopped. said his departr.able for an additional $30 per credit courses. Denton said the University was not iPformed about. the fee
hour. Now, on-campus lbldenca talc- also is responaible for payiDJ back the increale for oaliDc counea.
ina oa1iDe counes a~ to pay ......, COlli rA o«erbtf DeW oaliAe
beliD . . . dit$180.50 per credit
a Web deareea for ""'ecomammhlioa sya.- CUIIlan
~ ataaUMJhed
coune. in a4clib to llpllllrlallioa. lllbl lll8llllpa.t IIICI basiae•• • ..._ De\V
"DiiJoD ..W. "'t
University ofticilta cifell budact ............
cloem't.JUitit ••w.aetaerQue in
"The aew JXOIIIIIIII borrowed pice.•
cuts, program development and
current Web class costs at competing money from the Kentucky Virtual
Profllll« rA lOp! IIIUdiel Prank
uniw:nities u the majm- reasons for University to inlroduce tbe new pro- Juu.n llid ._ be llboul a doala
the increases.
grams, and it has to be paid back over names tom hilonlibeedliclllld_._
''There were large portions of stu- the next five years," Yates said.
ronments for business class ro!lter
,Aial
:er•llkt
..
I
I
ptleu.i1 ~1. Jt I . . . . . . ..._.....
deiD .tins Clli1illO c1lael. - . .
Uaiversity was collecting no nweaue venity iacorponted \WI'e 10 lllllilh .w·t . Web caune.
from lbole (on-campus) students cban. . llllde by ocher univenidel,
Despiee some aepdve feedbeck
UDder dae tuition cap," Yares said. such u Westem Kentucky University froauoa~ studenla and flculty. Don"The real difference now is lhat these and the University of Louisville. ton
be doea aotlblak it will affect
classes are not covered in a student's However, according to WKU's oa1il'le
regular tuition:·
Admissions Office, full-time students
Said Denton: "We've W au
Tom Denton, vice president of at Western ~ not cbarpl the adcti- increase in WelH:oune aD'QUmenL
PinaDce and Adminilttadvc Services, tional Web-class fee. Only atudenll We don't aaticlpale a bia drOp to
said he apeed the area was "drastical- with fewer than 12 boura 1re charged occur."
Collbibuting Writer

_.far

-rbele.-s

c:oune---.

Regional University Undergraduate Wch -Class Costs

..

some feh
the bRroductioa by ruu Rudolph.
c:tiredor rA lbe &:hoot of A8flcultuR:. and lbe listiaa of new equine
center policies by Uaivenity
Provost o.y B!Ocltway provided
insufficient information.
"We just had an entire meeting
about improving communication in
the equine proanm. and they
about recent incidents.

Stile Hone Bam ManBuftinjtOn was suspend_. wilb pay tram his positioo at the
Mmray Stale Equine Center last
week peading a I (kJay investigation by the University.
The investigation was launched
after four students associated with didn't even tell us what's JOing
the equine program approached on," Jessie Lindley, sophomore
University President F. King from St Louis. said. "They ~
Alexander with concerns repding soins to have tbele problems all
animal weltire. safety malta's and over again if they keep tbia up."

IDIJII8Ciial issues.
AkbouJb die investipdon was

John Rober1son, graduate assiatant from Lebanon, Mo., who
worb at the Equine Cenla', said
the meeting
DOt quite what be
was expecting eitber.
..1 wu told that meeting wu supposed to stop die rumors. and it
didn't," R.obatson said. "'t was
supposed to give us some answei'S
about Matt (Buffington) so we
could either get OlD' hopes up or pt
mad and leave."
What wu addressed was a host
of new University policies to
improve horse management and

ICbeduled to be completed today,
Alexander said Tuesday he was not
positive die University Would be
ftnisbed satbaina infm-mation.
"We've talbd to students on
both sides of the concem," Alexander 8lid. "Before we make any
judament (about whedler University policy and procedures bave been
broken). we nced to make sure we
bave the right amount of evidence,
if indeed lbere is any evidence."
Equine students were invited to a
meedftl Monday night at die Expo- safety.
BrockWay inuoduced initiatives
lltion Center to get lll(ft informato imp'ove 1be care of Uaiversity
doa.
AldJouab many students lbousbt horses, indudina redudnJ the size
1be a.etina would queD the I1IJD()B of the Univcnity hcnl to a more

w•

man aacab le
DUmber, limiting lhe number
of
doaatecl

horses

and

estab lish ina
committees to
inspect
the

...........

beallhllaiUirA
the University

ally.
Brockway

addreued the
issue of overf Io wi Dg

Matt

BnMnamn
Horse Barn

requeata
for
stalls in tbe .....
Manager
deal barn and said I'11ft conunit- would be esbltlilrd eo assign
atalla to ......
said
addina security camena, new
lipu IDd fencias improYemenas
would inaase safety fm- students
and lbeir honea. Lastly. Brockway
spoke of plans fm- the construction
of a new Uaivcnity bml.
As f• as news reprdina BuffinJlOD'a future. Alexander said
everyooe will have to waiL
"'I'hcre ~ no plaDs yet to hire
someone e1Je." Alexander said. ..I
don't bow if Friday will be the
day, (we CID rcleale information)
but we'D know lll(ft soon."

u. -

FEELING THE PINCH

Gas prices hurt students

•

•••

again

By 'Vanrs1a Childers

ft111-ierYice prices 10 up 10 $2.04," Joey Royalty, an
llllr:lldant at lbe BP.IfllioD oa l~ 12dl SC.. said.
Royalty sa1c1 ftm-aervice Jiices mcfude pumpibs
In rec:cnt weeks, ga prices have risen to almost ....._ Wllcbiq wiDdshieldl a IIIII Mna tile pressure.
equal the recad high set in March, and relief for con- all of which n handled by....- aaaldanll.
..Belcher Oil Compay calla .. and liD1II us dial
sumen' pocketboob may not come until fall.
The average price of gasoline in Murray leveled off prices IR goina up." CecilloWIII, .,.,.... of the BP
to approximlfely S I.73 per piJon for regular unleaded station on 309 S. 4th St., Aid. "We don't know nodtclurina the week of Aug. 25 after a short period ofcon- ing. We just gel the call from the oil company, and they
si81endy rising COlli.
say the price is going up 10 c:eDtl or 13 cents or whatFor Justin Morgan. fiabmcn from Fredaick, Md., ever."
c:ommudng to MWTil)' State from his local apartment
McCuiston said Seay Oil ~. the gasoline
CVfllY day became more expeusive after die price bike. supplier for the Slldon he manaaea. doea not tell bim
"I put a half of a tank of gu in my car every five why it wants bigher prices. He said he just has to do
days. and it COitl about $9 each time," Morgan said. what he is told.
"This is one of the bigestjumps (in gas·prices) I've
"Ow bigest jwnp this week was from $1.S4 10
seen ill Munay at one time.," Max McCuiston, m.anag- $1.69," McCuiston said. '1'blt's what. IS cents?
That"a a big jump.••
er of Max's Citgo on 516 S. 12th St., said.
According to Yahoo! News. psoline prices are not
Y~! News reported J8S prices rose IS cenrs in
a span of two weeks, the largest increase.in SO years. expected 10 decrase uadl . . Scpciember.
PrMles are hiJbest for the convenience of full-service.
Ftw ~
of rililfB f4S prlcu. vllil
'
"If you want to talk about outrageous prices. our www..tMnews.oiJ
Assistant News ~tor

ctiVml,.

Demand exceeds supply: Students complain lots are full
Extra walking may be required;
officials say parking is available
bv Marissa Casey

paddna situation.
"'ne opdon is to part at the ..... service
parking lot acroa from the tennis courts on
Despite student complaints of overaowdcd Chellnut," DeVoss said. "Tbat lot is zoned yelparking, Public Safety officials say campus low, blue, brown and red. It's small, but it
cab:bes everybody wbo can't find space."
pilting is adequate.
The second option, which DeVoss said IDOil
Rachelle Paynter, jtmior from CynthiiDll,
said she finds parking on campus a clWlengc.
students do not like. is to park at Stewart Stadi'1t's ~ly ridiculous," she said. '1 don't um.
"SOme find (parking at the stadium) is not
like iL Parking sucks 11=. People have to park
111 the stadium, way over there. There's not acceplable," De Voss said. "They prublbly
don't like havinJ to walk, but that is the only
enough paating spaces in aeneraJ."
David DeV'*' director of Public Safety, dis- option we have."
Scott Owens, senior from Fulton, said he has
apeed.
'1t's a tight squeaa..but there is never, ever a bad difficulty findina a place to part on camtime when there's not plenty of places to part," pus.
"I left for class ll 8:30 a.m. I finally found a
he said.
DeVoss said rumors of ovatiookcd paddnJ spoc around 9-.20 a.m., and people were still cirare simply untrue. However, he said studentS cJin&," Owens. a commuter, said. "I went
living in Regents and White residenlia1 coUep tbnqb every puking lot. and there was nothmay bave more difficulty with parkiq because ing."
DeVoss said many times the trick to finding
of to the setup of the residential colleJe •ystem.
..For many years. upperclassmen lived in a parting place is knowing where to look. He
White and Rqents." he said. '"With the residen- said paddna lot& behind Franklin College and at
tial coU~p system, there was realipmestt. lbe Lutheran Cburdl and Sorority Suites remain
'Ibercfore, freshmen a now included. WileR consistently empty each year.
DeVoss also said parking locs jusa wac of
they used to park at Stewart Stadium the fust
year. now they're living in Regents and White. campus may offer more spaces than students
What is seen now is thole w are completely may be aware.
filii."
'"We have a6equate patkiaa-•not as close
DeVoss said there arc a couple rA option~ for as they•d tike," be said. "'Ewn on die busiaa Of
Regents and White students frustrated with their days, you can find parking here."
l:Onlributing Writer

Erin Ciilles/The News

Studeats complaia Regeats College parldrla lot II recel_vbac mon tratne tlaaa
ever tlab yeu. Can filled all spaces ia the retidelltlallot Wedaesday morablg.
The University currently has pl1101 to expand
its parking facilities once fundins becomes

available, DeVoss said.
"Acquisition of property is ongoing; and
when the University buys property, they plan to
add parking there." he said. "They're always
wotkins on adding spaces."

For euspcrated sblllents, DeVoss offeled
assurance that the situation will improve.
..At the beginning of the )Uf, lhiDp are
W1&ettled. A lot of frcshmca bave not Jeamed
dull they must park • Slnart Slldlum. Stlrtins

now. enfcn:ement is l.llderway, and parking
should belin to improve."

News Editor: Melissa Kilcoyne
Assistant News Editor: Vanessa Childers
Phone: 762-4468
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Kaplan, •u.s. News' bestow
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•Police Beat

top honors on Murray State
Murray State was honored with
three high rankings on the colle·
giate level in the Aug. 25 publication of "U.S. News & World
Report."
The University received a "Top·
Tier" ranking. It also received the
recognition of seventh best public
university in the South and 18th
best in the nation for national mas·
ter's universities.
Murray State also received "Best
Collegiate Value" from the 2004
Kaplan Inc. college guide that
ranked it as the nation's 38th best
university.

KWW to host fund-raiser,

Thursday, Aug. 21

Sunday, Aug. 24

6:06 a.m . A caller reported
that the Elizabeth College
elevators were not working.
Central Plant was notified.
6:51 a.m. A caller reported
someone taking flyers off a
bulletin board in Faculty
Hall. A report was taken·.
1:28 p.m . An individual
reported he had lost his
veh icle somewhere on campus. His vehicle was located
later that evening.
8:02 p .m . A caller reported
items stolen from him while
in Winslow Dining Hall. A
report was taken.

9:27 a.m . A caller advised
that she accidentally set off
the burglar alarm
in
Winslow Dining Hall.
1:17 p.m. A caller from Hes·
ter College reported that she
had not seen her roommate
since Friday. A report was
taken.
4:14 p.m. A residence director in the residential college
circle reported a vehicle
parked in his space and sev·
eral other vehicles illegally
parked near Elizabeth Col·
lege. Vehicle owners were
advised to move their auto·
mobiles.
9:31 p.m . A caller from
White College reported a
subject who had been
banned from residential colleges was signed in at the
front desk. The subject was
given a verbal warning.

arts and crafts festival
Kentucky's Western Waterland
will hold its annual arts and crafts
festival at Land Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Sunday at the Fenton
Special Events Area along Ken·
tucky Lake, directly off Highway

68/80.
The festival is an annual fund·
raiser for KWW, a membership
organization that promotes region·
al tourism.
The cost is $3 per car.
For more information, phone
KWW at (800) 448-1069.

University to honor families;
students nominate parents
The Racer Pride Association
and the residential colleges will
sponsor the Outstanding Parent
Award to salute parents during
Family Weekend, Sept. 19-21.
Any parent or guardian of a
Murray State student is eligible for
the award. Students must write a
paragraph about why their parent
or guardian should win.
The parents who win will be
personal guests of University
President F. King Alexander at the
Sept. 20 football home game. The
family also will win dinner for
three at Sirloin Stockade.
Nomination forms are available
from the Alumni Center, residen·
tial college heads or the Racer

Friday, Aug. 22

Erin Gilles/ The News

Madison, 4, and Savannah, 7, daughters of University President F.
King Alexander, serve cold drinks to thirsty students on a bot day.
Pride
Association
link
at
www.murraystate.edu/ialu.
For more information, phone
Patti Jones at 762-3437.

the trophy to another organization.
The plaques are on display on
the third floor of the Curris Center.

President's Cup honors
Workshops to emphasize
athleticism and academics · skills for student workers
Murray State established the
President's Cup this year as a new
initiative to honor the achieve·
ments of Greek and residential
organizations.
The Presidential Cup recognizes
the greatest grade point average
and all-sports championship of
fraternities, sororities and residen·
tial colleges.
Last year's honorees include:
Alpha Sigma Phi, Alpha Gamma
Delta and Hester College for all·
sports championship and Alpha
Sigma Phi, Alpha Omicron Pi and
Hester College for greatest grade
point average.
The winners in each category

r~Jrr~!~~~~~o~fi

~ive a p'la"que at'iefthey pass ort

Saturday, Aug. 23

Workshops stressing communi·
cation skills and professionalism
for student workers are scheduled
for 3 p.m. Thursday and 2 p.m.
Sept. 8.
The Office of Student Affairs
suggests offices schedule student
workers for one of the workshops
so it counts as one of their required
hours. This will ensure the stu·
dents receive payment for attend·
ing the sessions.
For more information, phone
Don Robertson at 762-6831 or Lori
Dial at 762-2629.
Campus Briefly is compila

r:;N.Jjtl$, n~mt 'Jl~fili .
tbcmld {ikt-~a &ttlmti""":
brit.f, prwnc 762-44~~ li'JO'

ARK TWAIK

1

._

5:48 a.m. A caller reported a
couple having an argument
outside Hester College. One
of the individuals was
escorted off campus. A
report was taken.
4:22 p.m. A caller advised
that a male subject was fol·
lowing her daughter across
campus. A report was taken.
7:05 p.m. A caller from Hart
College advised that a room
was flooding. Facilities Man·
agement was notified.

-

8:34 a.m. An officer observed
a male subject following an
upset female student. The
officer advised the male sub·
ject to not contact the female
student. A report was taken.
7:2.5 p.m . There was a dis·
tress call from an elevator in
Regents College. The front
desk worker advised that
both elevators were working
properly.
9:01 p.m. Racer Patrol
reported an individual who
had a separated shoulder at
the Regional Special Events
Center. Emergency Medical

Services

transported

the

:;.Mdividual to the emergency
~~m at Murra~loway
~'"'(:ounty Hospital. • a"' t 1

' .

Monday, Aug. 25
1:18 a.m. An Amber Alert
was issued by the Kentucky
State Police for two juveniles
who were abducted by their
mother from Louisville. The
alert was later canceled.
4:50 p.m. A caller from
Regents College reported his
sink had overflowed, and his
carpet was wet. The caller
requested a wet-dry vacuum. Central Plant was
advised.
11:07 p.m. A caller from
Clark College reported two
residents outside the build·
ing smoking marijuana. The
call was unfounded.
11:14 p.m . A caller from
White College reported a
motorcyclist driving reck·
lessly on Payne Street and
near the residential colleges.
An officer gave the driver a
verbal warning for speeding.

side Regents College. The
college's residence director
put out the fire.
5:55 p.m . A caller reported a
vehicle accident in front of
Regents College. No one was
injured in the accident.
9:43 p.m. A caller reported
two men taking a computer
out of the Industrial and
Technology Building. A
report was taken, but the
building coordinator advised
that the two men were University computer technicians
repairing the computer.
11:22 p.m . A caller reported
that checks were stolen from
her purse. A report was
taken.

Wednesday, Aug. 27
1:25 a.m. An officer reported
fireworks at the Alpha Tau
Omega house. The Murray
Police Department was noti·
fied.
9:24 a.m. An individual
reported an illegally parked
car in a handicapped spot at
the Curris Center.
6:38 p.m. The Residence
Director of Springer College
reported rooms 145 and 146
were flooded because water
was left running in the rooms.
Central Plant was notified.
7:39 p.m. A caller reported
that the garbage disposal was
not working in Winslow Din·
ing Hall. Central Plant was
advised.
8:35 p.m. A caller requested
an officer come to Lovett
Auditorium concerning a
possible assault. A report was
taken.
Racer Escorts: 12
Motorist A~ists: 8

Police Beat is compiled by
Vanessa Cllildert~, assistant
Tuesday, Aug. 26
news editor, with materials pro11:05 a.m. A caller repQrted a vided by Public Safety. All dissmall fire in an ashtray out· patched calls are not listed.

Murray State University Food Service

and friends

I

FEATURING
Robert Valentine
& Steve Ross
KPAC • Paris, TN
Sept. 5 & 6, 2003 7:30p.m.
Adults $7.50 • Students $5.00

CALL 731-644-2517

Locations tor using
your meal plans, ..
-Winslow Dining Hall .
-Fast Track C-Store
-T Room
-Sunset Strips*
-Sugar Cube*
-Subway & Domino's*

Food Carts in:
Business Building
Faculty Hall
Waterfield Library
For more Information,
Call Food Services at
762-6990 or 762-4600.
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Benefits exclude Web failure frustrates students
Technicians work
•
same-sex untons to contain worm
UK, MSU offer no compensation
and we would look at it as we do any other
health and benefit issue."
"I definitely see (such an issue) becomSome Uni ve~ity of Kentucky faculty ing a huge issue in the near future." said
members have handed in their letters of res- Melanie McCallon, faculty adviser for
ignation over the university's failure to Alliance, the gay, lesbian, bisexual and
otTer health benefit'> for the domestic part- tmnsgender student organization. "Alliance
would lobby for it. It is definitely an action
ners of gay employees.
Despite the recommendations of two UK group. I see it becoming an issue, and I see
committees to implement a gay-friendly myself and Alliance at the forefront of that
benefit package, the program has yet to fight if necessary."
McCallon said she became involved with
receive the stamp of approval, accordiog to
"Murray Ledger & Times." The stall in the Alliance to combat stereotypes regarding
process may have something to do with a the gay community.
''1bere's a gap in thinking when we can't
statement of''waming" made to the university by republican lawmakers earlier last offer equal benefits to people just because
they're different from us. It really gets
year.
According to Murray State's policy on under my skin," she said.
intolerance, the University is "committed to · Stephanie Wells, Alliance member and
creating an educational environment which j unior from Owensboro, said though she
is free from intolerance directed toward does not have a great deal of knowledge
individuals or groups and strives to create about the problems facing gay faculty
und maintain an environment that fosters members, she has "no doubt at all" Alliance
would rally behind the cause.
respect for others."
''We lobby for gay rights, anything havJoyce Gordon, ao;sociate vice president of
Human Resources, said while the Universi- ing to do with same-sex partnership," she
ty does not offer benefit-; to same-sex part· said. "Getting partnership equality is definers, the reasoning for that decision is not nitely something we would get behind."
Gordon said plans for next year's health
based on discrimination.
''It lub ~imply never come up in discus- benefit packages will be finalized in the
sion, at least not to me. as something people coming weeks.
were interested in," Gordon said.
"If it were brought up, it would go to our
Occasionally, she said, a question will be Insurance and Benefits committee, just like
raised regarding the policy during new fac- any other issue," Gordon said. "But in
ulty orientation.
terms of it coming up to administration. it
" It has been mentioned on an individual simply has not."
ba-;is, an occasional inquiry. but it's not
Currently, only two schools in Kentucky,
been a major issue," Gordon said. •1bat's Centre and Berea colleges, offer domesticnot to say it wouldn't be in the neat' future, partner health benefits to faculty and staff.

by Elizabeth Cawein
Contributing Writer

by MeUssa Kilcoyne
News Editor

The Office of Information Systems has contained the computer worm W32.Welchia.
which recently infected the University network.
"'lbere are instances that are still out there,"
Janice Thomasson, chief information officer
for the University, said. "The worm is asleep,
aod we know wbat wakes it up. So, it's contained."
Thomasson said the Information Systems
Office placed Welcbia- and Blaster-purging
COs at the front desks of residential colleges
so students can clean their computers of the
troublesome WOIIDS.
"Each student who borrows a CD should
clean his/her PC within the time limit speci-

tied and return the CD to the froot desk for connected from the ones I can't talk to on the
other students to use," she said. "College phone at home," Rowlan said.
Courts residents should visit the Housing
Wamm Bashan, senior from Princeton,
Office for their COs."
agreed the computer failures were ao inconveThomasson said the Blaster and Welchia nience.
worms impact Windows NT, Windows 2000,
"It makes a big difference when you're a
Windows XP and Windows 2003.
computer science student and you've got to
W32.Welchia infects a computer network use the computers," Bashan said. "It was a
by overloading it in search of an existing great inconvenience."
infection by the Blaster worm.
According to a news release from SymanThe University oetwork was quarantined at tec, an anti-virus Web site, the worm bas
the first of the week. Thomasson said, because caused severe disruptions on networks of
of the worm's diligence in hunting the Bl~. large enterprises.
"(The Welchia worm) was tiying to do its · The Welcbia worm generates high network
good Samaritan work. and it overloaded our traffic and continues until the network can no
network." Thomasson said. "And as a result, longer function, Thomasson said The netour system just could not handle the traffic work then shuts down.
that this worm generated, and so that's when
Registrar Donna Harris said the Admissions
we started having network trouble."
Office reverted to a backup system.
Amanda Rowlan, freshman from Owens"As long as the mainframe is up. we can
boro, said she relies on the lnttznet to com- still proceed," she said. "It's been an inconvemunicate with friends and family.
oience for a lot of us. and it bas slowed things
"It·s been kind of an inconvenience because down. but it hasn' t stopped us."
I'm a freshman, and I've spent my first two
For more injomiiJJion on the Welchia
weeks away from borne nod felt kind of dis- Worm, visit www.theMWs.org.

Scholarship concerns Murray State
by Stephanie Buford
Contributing Writer

A new Tennessee scholarship
program may reduce Murray
State's Tennessee student enrollment.
The Helpiog Outstanding
Pupils Educationally Scholarship will be available to high
school studeots with a 3.0 GPA
and a 19 ACT score. These stu·
dents will receive $3,000 to
attend a four-year college or university and $1.500 to attend a
two-year school. A $1,000 bonus
will be awarded to students
deemed financially needy.
Students earning a 29 ACT

and a 3.75 GPA also will receive
a $1.000 bonus. However, students cannot receive both bonuses.
"It will be more difficult for us
to recruit in Tennessee because
students will have to forego
those (HOPE scholarship) dollars to come to MSU," Don
Robertson, vice president of Students Affairs, said.
Jim Vaughan, assistant vice
president for Enrollment Management. said Murray State officials have looked at a possible
enrollment decrease, and a number of strategies to offset the
decline are under consideration.
"We do anticipate there will

be some decline in Tennessee
freshmen, not this fall, but perhaps next fall," Vaughan said.
"We have already been looking
at this, and there are a number of
strategies that are being considered to offset this slight decline."
Io 2002, Tennesseans made up
10 percent of the student body
and 15 percent of first-time
freshmen enrollment
.
"We just don't lcnow the full
impact of (the Tennessee scholarship program) yet," Vaughan
said. ''We do think. however,
that since the preponderance of
the students that we get here
come at basically an in-state rate
(and with) all of the very desir-

able reasons why the students
come to Murray State, they' re
going to want to come here anyway."
Michael Roberts, executive
director of the Tennessee Students Assistance Corp., said the
program will benefit the state.
"(One goal is to) increase
access to higher education institutions in the state," he said.
"The other is to help keep the
best and brightest in the state.
(The third is to) support work
force development and training,
and the fourth goal is to reward
the performance in school."

For full coverage on this article, visit www.thenews.org.
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Web-class fees unacceptable
Our View
ISSUE:
UNIVERSITY

What is the worst pickup
line you've ever heard or
said?

OFFICIALS
DRASTICAllY
RAISED THE COST
OF TAKING
ONUNE CLASSeS.
I

uHave you ever
kissed a man with
'
a mullet?"

POSITION:
ALTHOUGH A
SMALL FEE FOR

WEB CLASSES IS
UNDERSTANDABLE, THIS
INCREASE IS
EXCESSIVE.

Brandon E.lkln5
freshman. Murray

"Do you have
some Band-Aids?
I hun my knees
falling for you."
Jlm·AnnCok
fresl'lman. Jackson, Tenn.

"How about we
go for pizza and
sex? What? You
don't like pizza?"

The staff editorial is the majority opinion ofthe editorial board of "The Murray State News. " The editorial board is
composed of all section editors.
As much as we don't like it, students
and parents accept the inevitable fact
that tuition will increase each year.
After all, between the rising cost of living and continued budget cuts by the
state, universities don't have much of a
choice.
However, as many students are quickly becoming aware, the increased price
for classes taken over the Internet has
risen more than a few percentage points.
This year, the cost for Web classes
increased by more than fivefold.
It's hard for us to believe the costs of
classes could have risen so dramatically
without students being forewarned.
Since the increase wasn't mentioned in
last semester's course catalog or with
information on Web classes sent to students, this change is taking a number of
students by surprise - a surprise that
many students may not be prepared to
deal with. After all, paying an additional $541.50 on top of full-time tuition is
no small request.
University officials say that Murray
State is only following suit with other
state colleges' Web-course fees. But
essentially, students are paying for Web
classes twice, once in their full-time
tuition and then the additional fee on
top. Only the University of Louisville
charges more for classes taken over the
Internet.
Western Kentucky University only
charges part-time students the additional fee, and the University of Kentucky
has no additional charges.
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Isn't the University always telling us
how affordable Murray State is compared to other state colleges? Now, we
are not just matching our competitor's
prices, we are exceeding them.
We understand the University needs to
make money to survive. This increase,
however, is both excessive and unjustified.
If the University wants to increase
fees for certain classes, it should

-

........

increase costs gradually. After all, two
years ago there was no additional
charge for Web classes at all.
Furthermore, students should be
informed of these changes, especially
before it is too late drop such expensive
classes.
University officials have been quick
to tell us there is no ¢ in quitting, but
when it comes to Web classes, we definitely disagree.

joshH~r

freshman, Benton
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Japanese society embraceS ·student

about you all
day."
Sabrina Johnson
freshman. Madisonville

Erin Gillcs/The News

Every semester, dozens of Murray Stare students leave tMir
families, friends and routines
behind to experience life in
another country. Each week,
Going Global chronicles the
experiem:e of one Murray State
student studying abroad.

distinct lives living below: that of
old, traditional Japan and that of the
new.
The new Japan can be enjoyed by
many. This life forgets the hardships
of war, strict customs of religion and
xenophobic attitudes. It encompasses Japanese and foreigners. men and

women alike.

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175

Erin Richards
Editor In Chief • 762·6877

Kyser Lough

The alann rang, and I popped out
of bed. My eyes adjusted to the light
as I opened the door to the balcony.
As !looked at the busy street below,
I couldn't believe I finally made it
Attending Kansai Gaidai University in Japan was something I had
been planning fo~ several months.
And when I finally arrived. it took
my breath away.
.
There was such an obvious contrast between old and new that it
mystified my every thought. The
rice fields were overshadowed by
cell phone towers. Buddhist temples
by skyscrapers. There were two very

During the first month or two, I
felt like an outsider. I looked different. I acted different, and I really
spoke differenL My speech was limited. But with the help I received in
my two Japanese classes, I improved
every day.
As time passed, though, I began to
feel assimilated into the Japanese
culture and society.
I rode my bilce everywhere,
walked in unison with the crowd as
we got off the train, attended festivals and went to Japanese clubs. 1
was being accepted by this country
with open anns and loving every

second of it

Looking back over my experience
abroad, I realize how lucky I was to
have lived that life, if only for a short
time.
And even though I could show
you every picture I took during my
stay, there is no comparison to actually going yourself.
For those of you who think that
you cannot afford such an expedition, know that THERE IS A WAY.
My trip was PartlY funded by several generous organizations. including the Study Abroad Program here
at MSU and the Freeman Awards for
Srudy in A~ia.

Myriah Conaughry is a jumor from
West Frankfort, Ill.

Co11tmghty submitted this photograph of herself (left) at Kiyomiu ill Kyoto.
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"The Murray State News• strives to be the
University community's source for Information.
Our goal is to present that information in
a fair and unbiased manner and also proVide a free and open forum for expression
and debate,
"Tho Murray State News· offers a hands·
on learning environment Jor those students
Interested in journalism or other f1elds relat·
ing to the production of a l)ewspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, Its ed1tors should be free to develop
their own editorial and news policies.
"The Murray State News· is prepared and
edited by students and is an official publication of Murray State University. The first
copy ol .,.he Murray State News• is tree.
Additional copies are available lor 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.
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Food Services director thanks
Winslow renovation personnel
To the editor:
As the Food Services director at Murmy State. I am very proud of the renovation completed this summ~r to Winslow
Dining Hall. both inside and outside the
building. What students may not know is
the huge amount of work that was done
by University personnel during some of
the last fall semester and an even greater
amount of work that was done by the University personnel and staff during the
2003 spring/summer semester.
It's imponant to Murray State Food
Services that some of these people are
noted and not forgotten.
Special mention must go to Kim Oatman, the University's chief engineer, and
Jason Youngblood, of the engineering
tech staff. for their many hours of helping, directing and coordinating the many
procedures and policies, rules and regulations that had to be followed during the
course of the renovation.
Kim was seen at 6 a.m. on Aug. 20 as
Winslow opened for breakfast, sweeping

the new front entrance so students could
enter. How many administrative staff
members would do that at 6 in the morning? Thanks Kim.
A very special thanks goes to Don
Robenson. vice president of Student
Affairs, who was encouraging and willing
to present the Winslow improvement project to President Alexander last fall.
Without a doubt, the Winslow renovation would bave ended there if it was not
for the total suppon of President Alexander. His interest, encouragement and suppon were critical in the early days of this
project.
During this time frame, Kim Oatman,
Associate Vice President of Facilities
Management Dewey Yeatts, Vice President for Administrative Services Tom
Denton and Director for Procurement
Dave Blackburn all played important
roles to move the project along with so little time to complete it.
In April, when the bid was awarded to
John Clark Construction Company. of
Murray, Yeatts told me we had a very
good company with which to work. In
leas than 100 working days, Clark Construction was, in a word, remarkable.

John Clark and his son. Chris, were so
patient with me, my staff and our many
questions and made many visits during
the construction, as well as changes that
were not easy to make. All of us in Food
Services are so appreciative of the work
Clark Construction did in so limited a
time frame.
In conclusion. I want to thank Unda
Hollingswonh, our Food Services manager at Winslow. Unda was on leave until
April l. When she came back. she hit the
ground running, planning. ordering,
scheduling and learning new procedures,
knowing full well when we got the building back we would have just a few days to
make it ready for food service.
So many people worked so hard to
complete this project in so short a period
of time. Many thanks also to Lyle &
Associates, of Lexington, Intra-Design
and Joby Smith & Associates, both of
Cincinnati, for all their design work and
to the many more finns and people not
listed who went the extra mile to make the
new Winslow happen.
William J. Benriter
Director of Food Services

Reader feedback requests return
of weekly crossword pun
To the editor:
ln response to your request for feedback on the student newspaper, I would
like to know what happened to the
crossword puzzle. It was a great way to
get the mental juices flowing on a Friday morning. I hope it will return again
soon.
Sally Mateja
lnstitutional Review Board
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o, ~· 28, 1963, 1)-,. ;ffA~Uit ~ Kut, 1)~.
Martin
Luther
King Jr.'s dream has
been realized and
recognized in the
sense that we have
more diversity in the
workplace,
in
schools and in other
areas of society.
Laws have been
made to protect
minority groups and
provide equal opportunities for everyone. People make
more of an effort to
work together and
get along as opposed
to the days of the
civil rights movement in the ' 60s.
However, there are
still hate groups that
exist and openly
oppose or attack
those who are different. These groups
include
terrorist
groups and others
made up of American citizens. We

Martin
Luther
King Jr. had a
dream. He had a
great dream not
unlike most of ours
today. He dreamt for
peace and happiness
and a life more loving and kind in a
land where everything is supposed to
be possible.
Surely King has
left an indelible
mark on our culture
and our society. His
efforts, along with
many
others,
advanced civil rights
in this country and
around the world in a
remarkable fashion.
Martin
Luther
King Jr. is truly one
of America's great
heroes.

have come a long
way, but we still
have a long journey
ahead.
If King were here
to see the condition
of the world today,
there is no doubt in
my mind that he
would still preach
peace, love and nonviolence.
Those
Cherie
were his convictions.
From childhood to Timberlake, from
the present day, I can
still hear the words Hopkinsville, is the
of King during his "I director of African·
Have a
Dream"
American
speech. Each time I
hear those words, a
Student
chill runs through
Services. She feels
my entire body, a
tear dots my ~yes, her background is
and I think to
diverse.
myself, "He said that
for me, and those
marchers walked for
my family and I to
live the way we live
today." The dream
lives on.

But has his dream
been realized? I'm
not sure. I think
King would still be
fighting for a better
life today, were he
alive. In the United
States, we have it all,
yet we still have so
many problems.
So, I think Martin
Luther King Jr.'s
dream has yet to be
realized. Yes, race
relations have greatly improved. They
have improved a
thousand times over,
but can we truly say
that we have realized
King's dream?
That's a question
each one of us has to
answer within ourselves and then ask ·
ourselves why.

CoMor Cantrell,
who grew up
among many
cultures in
Oklahoma City, is
a senior
political
science and
Spanish major.
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Ellsia Murray is a
senior
education major

from Hopkinsville.
Her Father was
born in Pueno
Rico, and her
mother is from

Korea

Mark
Holloway is a

''

I think race relations
have improved a lot people are actually living and working together. Although we are
technically where we
need to be, at least as far
as la\Vs go, there are still
a lot of barriers and divisions in the day-to-day
world.
Even though things
are better, and we are
so-called "equal," there
continues to be a lot of
racial stereotypes and
self-imposed segregation. I think that's what
Martin Luther King Jr.
would be fighting
against today.
Also, I think he would
be fighting for equality
for everyone, not just
blacks. When I moved
to Hopkinsville, there
wasn't much diversity,
and I didn't really fit in
anywhere. I'm not
white, and I'm not
black. That's true for a

everyone to be equal,
the slate needs to be
wiped clean so that
everyone is competing
for the same things in
the same ways. For
example, scholarships
should be given to the
most deserving people,
the people who work the
hardest and earn financial support, regardless
of race or sex.
Everyone has the
opportUnity now to do
well and exceed by their
own measures. and the
people who accomplish
their goals in this way
find it much more
rewarding than otherwise.

On the 40th anniver·
sary of Martin Luther
King Jr.'s "I Have a
Dream" speech, we as
Americans, especially
African-Americans,
should look back at his
words and the civil
rights movement and
ask ourselves two
questions: Have we
made progress since
then, and would King
be pleased with the
state of African-Americans today?
The answer to the
first question is yes.
There are no longer
segregated schools,
restaurants
and
restrooms. AfricanAmericans are free to
go aDd live anywhere
they please.
But as for the
answer to the second
question, I would have
to say no. He would
not be happy with the
way we have forgotten
the unity that brought
us together in the
struggle. We have for-

gotten
about
the
respect we should have
for one another and to
help our brothers and
sisters in their time of
need. If we could
remember those two
things and act on them,
12 percent of AfricanAmerican men aged 20
to 34 would not be in
prison.
This is not the
American dream that
be wanted for future
generations
of
African-Americans
during the struggle for
freedom.
Do I think this can
change? Sure, if we
remember what he said
in his speech on the
steps of Washington in
1963: "I say to you
today, my friends, that
in spite of the difficulties and frustrations of
the movement, I still
have a dream. It is
deeply rooted in the
American dream."
Isn't that what we all
want?

I have a DREAM that
junior
one day this nation will
history major
from Louisville.
RISE UP and live out the true
He grew up in a
meantng of its creed: 'We hold
mostly black
these truths to be self-evident: that
community.
AI..:L MEN ARE CREATED EQUAL.' I have
a dream that one day on the red hills of Georgia the sons of former slaves and the sons of former slaveowners will be able to SIT DOWN
TOGETHER at a table of brotherhood. I HAVE A
DREAM that one day even the state of Mississippi, a desert
state, sweltering with the heat of injustice and oppression, will
be transformed into an oasis of FREEDOM AND JUSTICE. I have a
dream that my four children will one day live in a nation where they
will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the CONTENT OF
THEIR
CHARACTER.
I
have
a
DREAM
today

MELISSA
STONEBERGER

"The sttr
. among
students is the
'PERSIST: There
is no ¢ in Quitting' motto which
has been showing
up uninvited to
their meals, residential college
lobbies and even
their
cla~srooms.

r
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There's a new stalker on campus, & it's causing quite a stir.
Students are almost afraid to eat
@ Winslow or take a walk
through the Curris Center. But
this stalker's not a human. It's a
slogan .
The stir among students is the
"PERSIST: There is no ¢ in Quitting" motto, which has been
showing up uninvited to their
meals, residential college lobbies
and even their classrooms.
"1 was just going for lunch in
the (Thoroughbred Room) when
it came @ me out of nowhere,"
Anna Manwich, senior from
Dyersburg, Tenn., said. "There it
was on my napkin. 1 didn't ask it
to sit with me. It helped itself to a
position on my tray."
Other students are concerned
about the 'appearance of the slogan on the backs.of freshmen stu·
dents.
"The poor liule guys never had
a chance," Manwich said. "It's
plastered on their backs. If they
want to show any residential col·
lege spirit or just need a clean Tshirt, that slogan thinks it can get
a free ride around on their backs
all day."
The slogan has found a home
not only in the T-Room, but also
Winslow Dining Hall. The newly
renovated facility. which opened
last week with much fanfare, also
is hounded by the slogan.
"I came in here expecting a

beautifully renovated building,"
Hank Garrison, Winslow display
cook, said. "Now those horrid
napkins keep mocking me. That
'PERSIST' slogan reminds me
that I could have been something
if I hadn't choose to go into the
culinary arts."
While Garrison may be correct
that he could have made some·
thing more of himself if he had
chosen a different path, there is
still some concern over the implication of the slogan .
"I don't get it." Pamela Broderick, freshman from Memphis,
said. " I mean, why would I want
to quit college? This has been the
best seven days of my life.
Except when I accidentally
spilled that ice cream on the First
Year Experience leader. I guess
it's been the best six days of life."
Most students, especially those
who have been here longer than
the slogan. are resentful of its
sudden popularity with the
administration.
"It's not like they're fooling
me," Mike "Cooter" Dudley,
senior from Paducah, said.
"While the degree means ¢, it
reaJly means$ for the University.
We're talking$."
Dudley said he feels encouraging students to stay in college is
more beneficial for the University than for students.
"While the college degree does
not secure the student a better

ignored. •
I think in order for

''

Slogan terrorizes campus
In My
Opinion

lot of people.
It seems like most
people see the problem
as just "black" and
"white." Meanwhile,
many other minority
groups
are
being
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job, it does secure the University
four to eight years of tuition, fees
& general revenue," Dudley said.
"My books alone were over
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$300."
Dudley may not be too far off.
Bill Gates, co-founder of the
Microsoft Corp., quit college
when he was a junior. He's now
worth around $40.7 billion,
which equals more than 4 trillion
cents.
The implementation of the slogan also has lead to an increase in
campus vandalism . University
police reported a figure spray
painting the slogan on the side of
Lovett Auditorium. The suspect
was never caught, but police
ended the chase when the suspect
disappeared into Oakhurst.
"The suspect disappeared into
Oakhurst,'' an officer said. "We
called the president, and he confirmed that everything was OK."
According to Dudley, there
really isn't anything students can
do about the slogan.
Said Dudley: ''We just have to
wait until the University realizes
this is making students angry and
really not encouraging them to
stay at all. Students want an education, not a slogan."

This faux news story was written
by Melissa Sronebergtr. an ele·
mentary education major from
Boom•ille, Ind.
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Gov. PaHon declares emergency;
thunderstorms destroy house

Officials recommend
drowning skunks

Labor union endorses
Bustamante for governor

Violence prompts two
groups to pull workers

FRANKFORT (AP) - Gov. Paul Patton on
Tuesday declared a state of emergency in three
counties battered by violent thunderstorms
over the weekend.
Patton's order covered Franklin, Bullitt and
Spencer counties. The Federal Emergency
Management Agency could begin assessing
damage as early as Thursday, the Kentucky
Division of Erne~ Management said in a
statement.
Storms killed two people Friday night in
Franklin County -a woman and her 5-year-old
.son -when tlieir house was washed into Stony
Creek, a tributary of the Kentucky River.

SPOKANE, Wash . (AP) State
wildlife-management
employees are advising people
to drown problem skunks, as
state law permits.
The skunks recently became a
nuisance at the Indian Canyon
Mobile H ome Park in Spokane,
so park management enlisted
one of the residen ts to capture
and kill the animals.
But she was told drowning
the animals w as legal if done on
private property.
There is no state law to prevent "nuisance animals" such as
skunks and porcu pines from
being killed by d rowning, said
Madonna Luers, Fish and
Wildlife spokeswoman.
State wildlife officials say they
do not condone drowning, and
that some customer-service representatives were not aware of
state policies, which recommend other means, s uch as
lethal injection, for trapped animals.

SACRA MENTO, Calif. (AP)
With another powerful labor
organization backing the Democrats' gubernatorial recall strategy,
Gov. Gray Davis and Lt. Gov.
Cruz Bustamante are inching closer together- despite their icy rela·
tionship.
The California State Labor Federation AFL-CIO, an association
of more than 1,300 local unions
representing some 2.1 million
workers, voted Tuesday to
endorse Bustamante for governor
in case Davis is ousted Oct 7.
The recall ballot will h ave two
parts. Voters first wUI be asked to
vote on w hether to recall Davis,
and theri will choose from a list of
135 candidates to replace him lf he
is recalled.
The endorsement of the lieu·
tenant governor's "No on recall,
yes on Bustaman te" campaign
was a significant strategic shift for
the labor union, which had earlier
led opposition to the recall and
urged other Democrats to stay off
the ballot.

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP)
Two more U.S. soldiers were
killed in combat Wednesday,
and the international relief
agency Oxfam said it pulled
its foreign staff out of Iraq
because of the increasing
danger.
The International Monetary
Fund and the World Bank
pulled workers from Iraq last
week following the suicide
truck bombing at U.N. head·
quarters in Baghdad that
killed 23 people and wounded more than 100. Many U.N.
foreign staff also have left the
country temporarily.
Violence in Iraq, particularly in and around Baghdad,
has taken its toll on Iraqis as
well, with a spree of carjackings and robberies reported
by the population.
The London-based Oxfam,
which had been working on
water and sanitation projects
with UNICEF, said it began
withdrawing its 15 international staff members Monday
and completed the move
within 48 hours. Springett
cited last week's bombing as
only one of the factors.

•World

I

FedEx to emplOy approximately
1,300 in northern Kentucky site
UNION (AP) - FedEx Ground said it will
build a distribution hub on a 96-acre site in
northern Kentucky that will open in 2005 and
employ hundreds of workers.
The 335,(XX) square-foot center will process
up to 45,000 packages per hour at full capacity,
said FedEx Ground, the second largest smallpackage ground carrier in North America
Ground breaking is planned for September at
an industrial park in an wU.ncorporated part of
Boone County.
Within the first three years of operation,
FedEx expects to employ 300 package handlers
and more than 80 office and clerical employees
and create 100 jobs for independent contractors, the Kentucky Cabinet for Economic
Development said. At full capacity, the hub
could employ 1~ package handlers, more
than 235 office and clerical employees and 400
independent con tractors.

State budget problems impact
UK's faculty retention efforts
LEXINGTON (AP) - The state's budget
shortfall has added to the University of Kentucky's difficulties in retaining faculty mem·
bers.
UK has lost at least six leading faculty members this year, although the school was able to
persuade 15 to 20 senior faculty to reject out:;ide offers, said Provost Mike Nietzel, UK's
chief academic officer. Typically, about 40 faculty leave each year for various reasons, but
this year 50 to 60 have left, he said.
The state's revenue problems have left public
universities like UK with even fewer dollars
than usual to respond to outside offers, Nietzel
said.

Yale workers begin ·
strike; classes continue
NEW HAYEN, Conn. (AP)
Nearly 4,000 Yale Un ivers ity
workers went on strike over
wages, pensions and job securi·
ty early Wednesday, a walkout
that coincides wit h students'
return to the Ivy League campus.
Yale spokesm an Tom Conroy
said the u niversity p lanned to
keep the camp us running with
managers and temporary work·
ers performing u nion workers'
jobs. No new contract talks were
scheduled.
Picket lines went up as the
business day began. Representatives of Locals 35 and 34 said
they expected thousands of
employees and supporters to
take part. The Rev. Jesse JackSon
visited the campus and p lanned
to rally with the mostly clerical,
service and maintenance work·
ers.

Bush: Iraq war essential
to fighting ten'orlsm

sr. LO UIS (AP} - President
Bush is working to win support
from those who question his hand ling of the w ar and reconstruction of Iraq, saying the fight is
essential to the U.S. campaign
against terrorism.
"Our military is confronting
terrorists in Iraq and Afghanistan
and in other places so our people
will not have to confront terrorist
violence in New York or St. Louis
or Los Angeles," Bush said Tuesday as the number of Americans
who have died in postwar Iraq
topped the death toll during
major combat.
Bush is getting criticized from
the left and the right over continued instability in Iraq and resistance from loyalists of Saddam
Hussein and the foreign terror·
ists he says are streamtng into the
country.

Fighting precedes

candidate registration
VLADIKA VKAZ, Russia
(AP) - Fighting in Chechnya and land mine explo·
sions killed six soldiers and
riot police and wounded 21
in the previous 24 hours, an
official in the Moscow·
backed Chechen adminis·
tration said Wednesday.
The violence, a daily feature of life in the small
southern republic, came as
Chechen election officials
begin registering candi·
dates for the republic's Oct.
5 presidential election.
The .KTemlin has billed
the race as a key step on the
road to peace, a move that

will est~blish more loca l
authority in the indepen·
dence·minded republic.
The e lection, together
with the spring adoption
of a new constitution that
cem ented Chechnya's status as part of Russia, are
Moscow's two main peace
e fforts, aimed at b ringing
stability to a region beset
by nearly a decade of
ch aos and war.

Japan raises abduction
Issue with N. Korea

French officials arrest
alleged assassins
PARIS (AP) - A group of
suspected
mercenaries
detained in France were plotting to assassinate Ivory Coast
President Laurent Cbagbo,
Paris
prosecutors
said
Wednesday.
French counterintelligence
agenlc; arrested 10 people over
the weekend, saying they
were implicated in an alleged
plot to destabili7..e Ivory Coast.
After the arrests, Gbagbo
thanked France for thwarting
what he claimL>d was a coup
plQt and an attempt on his life.

BEIJI NG (AP) - Japan
used six-nation talks on
North Korea's nuclear program Wednesday to raise French officials may
another issue that it con· drop national holiday
siders pivotal- abduct ions
PARIS (AP)- France's govof its citizens decades ago ernment
is
considering
by the reclusive commu· whether to scrap a national
nist state.
holiday and use workers'
The
kidnapping
of taxes from that day to finance
Japanese during the 1970s better care for the elderIy- the
and '80s by North Korea to main victims of a heat wave
train its spies to assume estimated lo have killed thoufalse identities has been a sands.
major
sticking
point
The idea- radical in a counbetween the Asian neigh- try where leisure time is sacrobors, stalling efforts to :;ct sanct - provoked an immediup diplomatic relations ate clash of opinions. The head
and hal ting Japan's food of the leading business federaaid to impoverished North tion called it "fantastic." A
Korea .
leading Communist Party
The meeting at China's lawmaker was outraged.
state g uest house, which
France's center-right govcontinues through Friday, ernment, assailed by criticism
a lso brought together the that it reacted too slowly to
U n ited
St ates,
South this month's deadly heat
Korea, C h ina and Russia.
wave, is scrambling for soluMitoji
Yabunaka,
a tions to improve care for the
Japanese Foreign Ministry elderly and patch up flaws in a
official and head of the health system that struggled
Japan delegation, said in with a deluge of heat-stricken
his opening remarks at the victims.
meeting that a nuclear
France's largest undertaker
Nor th Korea will not be has estimated 10,000 deaths
tolerated and urged a from the heat. The govern· .
peaceful resolution.
ment initially said that figure
But he also stressed the was probably correct, but then
importance of solving the called n.>cent estimates unreli·
"nuclear problem, missile -able.
d evelop ment an d
the
abductions issue/' a gov,. World Briefly is compiled by
emment statement said.
Adam L. Matl1is, online editor.
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#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone: 270-753-0113
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Show your patriotism by sponsoring a flag on our Sept.
11th Memorial Page. The full page memorial will be a
collage of state flags with recognition of sponsorship.
Simply fill out the form below and give it to your
Murray State News sales
representative or mail to:

The Murray State News
111 Wilson Hall
Murray, KY 42071
Attn: Areia Hathcock
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.tao.wo.ho.res
Buy any $29.99 Murn.y
State Sweatshirt
and receive a FREE
short sleeve Murray

State T-Shirt
ALSO AVAILABLE:

Hooded Sweatshirts, Shortsleeve Ts,
Long Sleeve T s, Crewneck Fleece
Murray State Kid's Cheerleading Sets
& Fleece Sets
Coming Soon: Murray Winds,hirts,
Murray Denim Shirts & Sweaters.

Shoppes of Murray on North 12th St.
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This \Veek
•Friday
•Women's home soccer game - Murray
State vs. Southwest
Missouri State, 4 p.m.
at the soccer field next
to Curris Center.

•Cinema

lntema·

tional - "Talk to
Her," 7:30 p.m., Curris Center Theater.
Free admission.
•Friday Night Live
"Lord of the Rings"
film series, 8 p.m .•
Curris Center Stables.
Free admission, popcom and drinks.

•Saturday
•Cinema

Interna-

tional - "Talk to
Her," 7:30 p.m., Curris Center Theater.
Free admission.
•Festival
Kentucky's Western
Waterland Arts and
Crafts Festival, 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Fenton Special Events Area along
Kentucky Lake. Cost
is $3 per car.
•Football game
Murray State vs. Valparaiso, 6 p.m.• Stewart Stadium. Free
adrnic;~ ion with Racercard.
•Canoe Trip - Sunset
Canoe Trip, 5:30 to 8
p.m., LBL Nature Station.

•Sunday
•Sunday School
Chi Alpha - 9:45 a.m .•
Elizabeth
College
back lobby. Free
transportation to your
church of choice.
•Festival
Kentucky's Western
Waterland Arts and
Craft<> Festival, 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Fenton Special Events Area along
Kentucky Lake. Cost
is $3 per car.
•Festival- Watermelon Feast. 3 p.m .. LBL
Nature Station.

College Ufe Editor: Severo Avila
Assistant CollqJe L1fe Ediror. Alida Ray
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Murr-Vegas honors Dunnagan
by Alllson light
Contributing Writer
A hot. sticky night of fun and music
at Fifteenth & Olive was accompanied
by a him of sadness as the Murr-Vegas
All StarS took the stage Aug. 21. The
Murray-based band played their first
gig following the death of their friend
and fellow band member, Michael
Dunnagan, almost a month ago.
The All Stars are approaching their
second year together, and it remains to
be seen if they will continue playing
after the loss of one of their founders,
said lead singer and co-founder,
Stephen Keene, a senior music major
from Louisville.
"(Dunnagan) would have wanted us
to continue playing despite his death,"
Keene said.
Guitarist Drew Collins, from Possum Trot. said
the
band's
means of dealing with this
loss, as a
whole, is to
keep on playing.
"Michael
would come
back
down
and kick all of
our butts if we
didn't continue playing,"
CollinS said.
The band
had their first
rehearsal
without Dunnagan on Aug.
18 in their
practice area

Michael
Dunnagan
1950-2003

at Playhouse in the Parle. Collins said
the rehearsal was solemn, with no one
directly addressing Dunnagan's
absence.
Baritone sax player Michael
Melton, a senior Public Relations
major from Webster County, said the
first rehearsal was awkward because
no one knew who would fill in during
Dunnagan's solos.
''(Rehearsal) was like, 'Let's just do
. this.' We went over the songs that
Michael had solos in. ... That way
we'll know it's covered."
At the beginning of the show, Keene
toasted Dunnagan with a Rolling
Rock, Dunnagan' s favorite beer, and
all the band members took a drink
from it. They placed what was left
next to a picture of Dunnagan - a picture Keene said they hope to display
onstage at gigs in the upcoming year.
The Murr-Vegas All Stars can be
heard at local bars such as Carlin's, the
Big Apple Cafe and Fifteenth & Olive.
Keene said the band was asked to play
at Tent City again and also at other
football games in the upcoming season. Recently. the band also played at
a few weddings around the area.
Keene said the band has talked of
playing in Paducah and Hopkinsville.
However, the All Stars are content
playing in MuJTBy, and there are no
solid plans to expand.
Band members said Dunnagan had
mentioned adding a keyboard player
to the band for a sense of musical
diversity. but no plans have been set
for recruiting a new member. At the
moment, the band is dealing with its
loss and working on building and
keeping morale up before adding new
elements.
"Right now, it would look and feel

Allison L

News

The Mu~Vegas AU Stan front man Stephen Keene dances along with Michael Dunnagan's daugher,
Kelly, at Fifteenth & OUve during the baud's fint gig since Dunnagan's death on Aug. 3. The band played
with a framed picture of Dunnagan displayed oa stage in honor of their baadmate and dear friend.
bad to add anyone new to the band,"
Collins said.
It seems the Murr-Vegas All Stars
will be around for a while.
..(Dunnagan's death) didn't stop us,
so it's just the matter of whether
everybody is still into it," bassist Billy

Cramer, a Murray State Alumni from
Calvert City, said.
Melton said the Murr-Vegas All
Stars are at a crossroads: Does the
band mourn the loss of a dear friend or
replace him and build on its success'?
The band agrees one thing is for

KEELHAUL

sure - music offers an outlet to cope
with Dunnagan's absence.
Said Melton: "Even though he is
gone, this band is his spirit. ... He's
still with us every time we do a gig....
It's going to be hard, but we will make
it."

Chris Schweizer

LOOK. I AGREE THAT
IT• S EFFICIENT. YES
THE ATMOSPHERE IS
NICE. AND THE FOOD
HAS NEVER TASTED

BETTER.

•Monday
•Labor Day classes. Administrative offices and RacerTouch clo:;ed.
•Festival
Kentucky's Western
Waterland Arts and
Crafts Festival, 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m., Fenton Special Events Area along
Kentucky Lake. Costs
$3 per car.

•

PROFESSOR HOBO
WHAT ARE YOU TWO UP TO?
WE'RE 9ETTIN9 TOGETHER
PETITIONS TO RECALL

•Tuesday
•Coach's Meeting
Softball
Coach's
Meeting. 4:30 p.m .•
Carr Health Room
103. Final deadline to
submit fully completed softball team rosters and entry fee
•CAB
Campus
Activities Board meeting, 4:30 p.m., Curris
Center Ohio Room.
General public and
guests welcome.
•Senior
Meeting
Senior Sendoff Meeting. 8 to 8:30 p.m.•
Curris Center Theater.
Provides information
important to graduating seniors.

•Wedpesday
•SGA - Student Government Association
student senate meeting. 5 p.m.. Curris
Center Barkley Room.
•Worship Service
Chi Alpha. 7 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater.
Answer riddle and win
$100.
•Senior
Meeting
Senior Sendoff Meeting. 4 to 4:30 p.m.•
Curris Center Theater.

•Thursday
•Clinic - Softball
Official's Clinic, 7 to
8 p.m., Carr Health
Room I03. Complete
coverage of all necessary rule information.

Student and faculty
events ca11 now be
announced online for
no charge. Go to
K'»lw.thent'ws.org and
click 011 "Calendar."

--

PRESIOENT CZAR.

r---~------~--!W!W~-~~~~-~~~DM!•~OIO~~~!~----------~J~U~S~TIN YOUNG AND DAVID ROTHWELL '
SO IF YOU RECALL HIM, WHO
WE HAVEN-r 8EfN A8L.f
MY FIRST N:T AS PflESIOENT
TO CHeac OUR EMAL IN
OAYS WITH THE
COMPUTERS OOWN! •

Africa

49. Part of a computer,
1. Wood
5. Vertical position
10. Meal eaten by service
personnel
14. Bulky grayish-brown
eagle
15. Pierre_, French
philosopher
16. Baseless
17. Saratoga choices
20. Rayons
21. Mary-Kate and Ashley
22. CNN's founder
23. Sleeveless garment like
cloak but shorter
25. Cinctures
29. Any place of bliss or
delight
33. Purgative made from
aloe leaves
34. Collection of anecdotes
about a person or place
35. Corn
36. Young fowl
37. Ratio of the hypotenuse
to the opposite side
40. Indicated horsepower,
abbr.
41 . Punch
43. Scandinavian language
44. Recklessness
47. Drenched
48. Grass of Europe and N.

abbr.
50. Fruit of the oak tree
53. Grace
58. Futile efforts
61. Lake_, one of the
Great
62. A low hoarse sound
63. A priestess of Aphrodite
beloved by Leander
64. Hideaways
65. Writings
66. Bard

DOWN

1. Pueblo people of New
Mexico
2. _ Clapton, musician
3. _ Frank's diary
4. Retained
5. In a way, decreases
6. In a way, quantified
7. Looks
8. Flower petals
9. Range of what one can
know or understand
1 Misinformed
11. Old English letters
12. Thorny Eurasian bush
with plumlike fruits
13. In a way, fixed firmly
18. Modem

o.

OH, OON'T WORRY, WE'VE
N.RE.ADY THOUeHT OF THAT!
HE'S RUNNING ON THE
FASCIST FEUNE TICKET.

YEAHl RECALL HIM
OLD SCHOOL
STYU:l

ACROSS

WILL YOU REPUCE HIM WITH?

19. Drug for Parkinson's
disease
23. Small and light
24. River rising in NE
Turkey
25. Edward _, US anthropologist
26. Acknowledgement
27. Liquid foods
26. The world of the dead
29. lngroups
30. Chamois of the Pyrenees
31. Connotation
32. Corroded
38. Refers to quantity
39. Important N Atlantic fish
41. A domesticated animal
42. Former CIA
45. Droves
46. Da_. Vietnam city
47. Small spots
49. Angle iron used as a
bracket
50. Scared
51. Waxed finish
52. Oil company
53. Pickeral genus
54. Expresses pleasure
55. 1
56. Medium-sized mackerel
57. Employee stock ownership plan
59. Calendar mo.
60. Mineral

WOULD 8E TO HIRE SOME FEMAU:
STUDENT WORKSlS AS INTERNS!

College Life
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This Weel<
•Nusic
1. Alan Jackson - "Greatest Hits Volume II and
Some Other Stuff'

2. Dashboard Confessional - "A Mark, a Mission, a Brand, a Scar''
3. Various Artists - "Bad
Boys II Soundtrack"
4. Evanescence - "Fallen"
5. Beyonce - "Dangerously in Love"
Source: Associated Press
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Program helps build assertiveness
by Lydia Barrow
Contributing Writer
The Murray State Women's Center is
in the spotlight as it prepares for the
annual assertiveness training program.
Each session is geared toward improving the communication skills of interested faculty, staff and students of the University, Workshop Facilitator Jane
Etheridge said.
The focus of the program is to build
interpersonal s kills in the workplace for
faculty and staff members and in the
classroom for students who have problems interacting with other students or

with instructors.
''The group is tailored to the s pecific
need~ of the participants," Etheridge
said. "Issues such as distinguishing
assertiveness from passivity nnd enhancing self-esteem (are) developed and
improved primarily through rolc·playlng
and group discussion.
"Being assertive is to express who you
are in a way that is respectful to others
but still being able to keep intact the
essence of each individual," s he said.
Barbara Malinauskas, head of the
organizational communication department, said s he believes the event is a
very important one as it helps partici-

pants allay fears they might have in communicating with others.
"A lot of people are situationally
assertive, and any relationship that
requires communication skills needs to

"Being assertive is to express
who you are in a way that is
respectful to others but still ...
keep intact the essence of each
individual. ''
J ane Etheridge
Women's Center Diret:cor

be reevaluated from time to time nnd

adjusted accordingly,'' s he said.
Pat Akojie, an adjunc t professor in the
College of Education and a past participant. spoke highly of the progmm .
"I thought the session was very beneficial and enjoyable. It made me more
aware of how to tackle coworker conflicts and how to better relate to people
who are different than I am; · Akojie
said .
Sessions will be held from I 2:30 to
I :45 p.m. each Thursday beginning Sept.
11 in Ordway Hall Room 30 I.
For more information, or to register.
phone the Women's Cente r at 762-3140.

•Movies
1. Freddy Vs. Jason
Starring Robert England
2. S.W.A.T.- Starring
Samuel L. Jackson

3. Open Range
Starring Kevin Costner

4. Freaky Friday
Starring Jamie Lee Curtis

5. The Medallion
Starring Jackie Chan
Source: Associated Press

•Books
1. Tom Clancy - 'The
Teeth of the Tiger''

2. Arthur Agatston - "The
South Beach Diet"

3. Laura Hillenbrand
"Seabiscuit: An American
Legend"

4. Dan Brown - "The
DaVinci Code"
5. J.K. Rowllng - "Harry
Potter and the Order of the
Phoenix"
Source: Associated Press

•web site
www.msuracers.com
This not-your-average university
site allows members to discuss
everything from hot issues on campus to local panies with other MSU
students. Members have profiles
and the right to voice their opinions
on various topics. Register with
your MSU e-mail and password.

Campaigns fail to remedy
underage, college drinking
by jonathan Meador
Contributing Writer
A recent report found anti-drinking campaigns are doing

little to alleviate the problem of underage drinking on college campuses.
The report, conducted by the Harvard School of Public
Health College Alcohol Study, found that bingc·drinking
rates have risen on some campuses that employ "social
norm" advertising campaigns. This type of campaign
involves convincing students that abusing alcohol is not a
required part of the college experience.
Thirty-seven of 98 campuses surveyed used the social·

''Our mission is to educate
and heighten awareness
about issues surrounding
alcohol, particularly issues
like binge drinking, underage drinking and date rape. "

Judy Lyle
Dirt•t1or, Student

H~.tlth

Am

Services

nonn!) programs for a 12-month period. No improvement of
individual drinking habils was reponed.
"You can ' t help everybody,'' Health Educator Judy Lyle
said. "Some people are going to drink to excess no matter
what we do."
Lyle, staff nurse at. Health Services. said she believes antidrinking campaigns can work.
"Most of our measures are targeting people who are on the
fence ," she said.
Lyle said this strategy is one part of an overall plan to curb
alcohol abuse at Murray State.
The largest facet of this effort is the Coalition for Alcohol
Risk Education (CARE). CARE was founded to provide
alcohol awareness to f.tudents free of charge.
·•our mission is to educate and heighten uwareness about
issues surrounding alcohol. particularly. issues like binge
drinking. underage drinking and date rape.'' Lyle said .
Lyle said binge drinking is having four or more drinks in
one sitting - the equivalent of 1.5 ounces of hard liquor. four
12-ounce beers or 4 ounces of wine within an hour.
"Truth & Consequences," an informational brochure distributed by Health Services, contains information on alcohol
abuse here on campus as well as necessary contact information for !>tudents seeking help.
Included in the brochure is a 2001 survey administered to
512 Murray State s tudents about their drinking habits. The
survey found that close to 43 percent of students do not
drinlc on a wee kly basis and nearly 75 percent ilrink less than
four drinks n wee k.

FAST
FACT
While 64 percent
of Americans drink
a lcohol, 75 percent
of Spaniards, 88
percen t of the
Fren ch and 89
percent of Brits
enjoy their booze
every now and
again.
Source: Gallup and Mintel
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Racers make final preparations for Valpo
by Chris Jung
Spo rts Editor

Coaching legend Vince Lombardi once said, "Individual commitment to a group effort- that is what makes a team work, a
company work, a society work, a civilization work."
By all indications, the 2003 Murray State Racer football team
are taking Lombardi's maxim to heart.
Combining an experienced quarterback, a standout receiver,
a backfield by committee, a sparse special-teams unit, an
improving defense, the return of only nine starters and a slew
of green freshmen trotting onto a collegiate field for the first
time Saturday, the defense of the Ohio Valley Conference
Championship should be an interesting ride.
"We're excited that (the season opener) is finally here,"
fourth-year Head Coach Joe Pannunzio said. "We spent a Jot of
time going through recruiting, offseason conditioning and then
all the way through two-a-days, so we're glad it's time to p lay .
Our kids are excited about opening the season up this week,
and we're excited as a coaching staff to see what the heck we
have. 1 think it'll be a ,little while before we really know how
good we are."
The Racers' first step in self-evaluation and toward its OVC
title defense is Valparaiso University, a Pioneer League team
that went 1-10 last season. However, the Crusaders are return·
ing with senior quarterback David -Macchi and junior wide
receiver Rob Giancola, who was selected to the.2003 I-AA MidMajor Preseason All-America Team by the Sports Network
ln 2002, Macchi completed 212 passes for 3,326 yards a nd 18
touchdowns, while Giancola finished second in the Pioneer
Football League and 12th nationally in receiving yards with
1,103. Giancola had 51 receptions and tied Valpo's single-season record with 11 touchdown receptions last season.
"They're a team that plays hard, and they've got a quarterback coming back
that's exciting and has some experience," Pannunzio said.
"He's not real big, but he can throw it around, and they' ll keep
photos by laura Weiter/ Thc News
you honest with the run and the pass. On defense, they do what
(Left) A group of Murray State football players cheer on another young Racer fan at Family Fun Day. T he Racers will open
I don't like, and that's load up the tackle box and force you to
its 2003 title-defending season at 6 p.m. Saturday in Roy Stewart Stadium against Valparaiso. Heading into the contest, the
throw the ball a little more than you would like.
Racers have won seven consecutive games at home, including a 6-0 record at Roy Stewart last season.
"I' d like a game where we could line up and just run the football, but that's not going to happen. First off, 1 don' t think we're
good enough to do that right now. Secondly, with the scheme (Above) Murray State j unior punter James Gaither holds the ball for a young fan during last Saturday's Racer football
they run on defense, they're going to make us throw the foot- Family Fun Day. Gaither a nd his Racer teammates held a Kid 's Mini-Skills Camp, signed autographs fo r all of their young
fans and held a free team scrimmage In the morning. Gaither will replace fo rmer Racer Brian Bivens as the Racers' pu nter.
ball a little more than we normally would like to."
MSU will counter with an experienced quarferback of its
own, senior Stewart Childress. A mere 1,732 yards shy of former Racer star Michael Proctor, Childress also is 2,127 yards the all of the young kids that are around our program .... He's a the Racer team members took time out of their preseason workteam player, a great competitor, and he's a winner. When the out schedule for a free gamelike scrimmage, a Kids Mini-Skills
away from becoming the OVC's all-time passing leader.
game's
on the line, he makes p lays."
Camp for youngsters and signed autographs for children at the
"He's exactly what this program is here for," Pannunzio said.
Childress
will
be
complemented
by
a
talented
receiving
core
event.
"He's a local kid that's done a great job. He's a kid that you
featuring
seniors
Deandre
Green
and
Andrew
Nowacki
and
The children were given the opportunity to hit the bags, kick
really want on your football team. He's an honor roll student, a
junior
'Leonard
Nutter.
In
2002,
the
trio
combined
for
1,218
of
off
a tee and run a football through a gauntlet made up of MSU
member of the FCA, and he's a role model for our players and
the team's 2,281 receiving yards and compiled eight to uch- players, allowing for some lighthearted team fun prior to the
downs.
Racers' season opene r against Valpo.
,__,__~n
..:,"".l'r•;+., the loss of All-OVC running back Billy Blanchard, the
Kickoff between MSU and Valpo is set for 6 p .m ., but the
game also will be important to the Racers and basical- pregame festivities will begin at 3:30p.m. fomorrow in the tailly center around who performs best. Junior running backs Ron gating area on the corner of 12th Street and Ky. Highway 121
'Lane and Ulysses Odoms will take many of the initial carries.
South.
Pannunzio said some of the team's younger players have
Several tents a nd booths will be set up and live music will be
been pleasant surprises during summer practice.
provided by the Murr-Vegas All Stars .
"We've had some young kids step up so far in practice," he
The season opener, which has been designated as Staff Day at
said . "Our two freshmen running backs, Chad Cook and Oscar MSU, also will be a part of the NCAA's "Take a Kid to the
Walker, have shown signs of potentially being very good play- Game" promotion. All children 12 years of age and under will
ers for us. Another freshman that's p laying a lot is (freshman receive free admission to the game.
offensive lineman) Jonathan Harper, who's been our sta rting
Murray State students receive free admission and may enter
center through two-a-days with the injury to (junior offensive at any of the Roy Stewart Stadium gates. General admission
lineman) Justin Ard." ·
tickets also will be available for $7 at the gate.
Last season, MSU was undefeated at home (6-0) and won
For more information on Saturday's game or to purchase tickseven straight games overa ll at Roy Stewart Stadium heading ets, phone 762-4895. Tickets also are still available for the Racinto Saturday evening's contest against the Crusaders.
ers' next game against the University of Kentucky.
Despite the eagerness of the Racers to begin the new season,
The Racers will face the Wildcats at 6 p .m. Sept. 6 at the Com·
Pannunzio and his squad proved last Saturday th at there is monweatlh Stadiu m in Lexington. Tickets are on sale for $25
more to football then simply playing it.
and are available for purchase at the athletic· ticket counter or
Hosting its annual Family Fun Day a t the Intramural Fields, over the phone with a credit card .
I

..
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Many of you hunt and fish,
and several of you would rather
it be outlawed. I'm here to
appeal to both camps.
I've been hunting and fishing
since the age of 6 and trying to
find a way to make a living at it
since 6 1/2. I have some good
stories to tell and even a little
advice here and there. Maybe I
can help some of you shoot a
few more critters and catch a
few more fish , and hopefully I
can c;how some of you that there's nothing better than a
day in the field with gun or fishing pole in hand.
With that said, the three-day weekend for Labor Day
conveniently falls on Sept. l, giving hunters a day off
for the opening of dove season. Traditionally on this
day, hunters head to the field and use $50 worth of shotgun shells to gather a pound of dove breastl:o. Thoughts
of fast-flying mourning doves keep ammunition makers
giggling this time of year as they think of the arnount of

:

shells that will be burned on opening day.
lf you think all hunting endeavors involve silently
slipping through the woods and taking one or two precise shots at game, then you've missed the ball when it
comes to dove hunting. Traditional Southern dove
shoots consist of barbecue, eager youngsters and
Labrador retrievers, heated discussions of the merits of
#7 112 shot compared to #8 and lots and lots of shooting.
The mourning dove is the most pursued game bird in
North America and for good reason. It's found in huge
numbers. It's an extremely challenging target. (A
mourning dove can fly at speeds of over 50 mph .) Bag
limits are liberal, and doves make for some tasty eating.
Dove shoots typically involve a crop field in which
the birds are feeding. Many times these fie lds are planted specifically for doves. Doves wilt come into comfields, millet fields, sunflower fields and bean fie lds.
Hunters station themselves around the feeding area and
shoot at the birds as they fly from their roost area to the
field and back again. Depending on the size of the field,
there may be as many as 20 hunters or as few as two.

Hunters usually keep at least 50 yards between them for
safety purposes.
Doves not only fly fast - they dip, dive and flare
during flight. and it takes some crafty shotgunning to
knock down a 15-bird limit with fewer than three boxes
of shells. Hunters holler to one another to warn of
incoming birds. and there is a fair amount of teasing
and praising that goes on, depending on how everyone
is shooting.
Dove shoots offer a chance for hunting buddies to get
together and kick off a new fall hunting season . Participants also enjoy greasy food . hearty laughs and burning ammunition. The shoots offer a window of opportunity for youngsters and newcomers to have a good hunting experience. Now really, what could be better'!

Will Brantley is the hunting and fishing columnist for
''Th~ Murray Stare News."

OVC Football Schedule

OVC Volleyball Schedule

OVC Soccer Schedule

Aug. 30
Valparaiso@ Murray State, 6 p.m.
Jack..o.;onville State@ Alabama A&M, 6:30 p.m.
South Carolina State@ Tt>nnessee State, 7 p.m.
Tennessee Tt>eh @Memphis, 7 p.m.

Aug. 29
SEMO@ Colorado, 8 a.m.
SE.\10@ Maine, 1 p.m.
Sc1mford @ Butler, 5 p.m.
Morehead State® !UPUI, 6 p.m.
Southern Ulinois @Austin Peay, 7 p.m.

Aug. 29
SWMO@ Murray State, 4 p.m.
Cumberland @Tennessee-Martin, 4 p.m.
Wright State@ Morehead State, 6 p.m.
Wt.>stem Olinois@ Eastern Illinois, 7 p.m.
Belmont @Samford, 7 p .m.
Alabama@ Jacksonville State, 7 p.m.

Sept. 4
West Alabama 0 Samford, 7 p.m.
Sept. 6

Tennessee Tecll@ Northern Illinois, 1:05 p.m.
Murray State@ Kentucky. 6 p .m.

Aug. 30
Sf}vlO@ Penn State, 7:30p.m.
5.-lrnford@ New Orleans, noon
Austin Pcay@ Iowa, 1 p.m.
Tennessee Tech@ I<t>ntucky, 4 p.m.

Aul. 31
Murray State@ Westt>rn Illinois, I p.m.
SWMO@ TeMcsst.'C·Martin, I p.m.
Samford @Chattanooga, 2 p.m.
Illinois State@ Eastern Illinois, 4 p.m.
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Sports Tidbits

Racer faces NBA's·top players
by Chris jung
Sports Edito r

Murray State senior forward
Cuthbe rt "Cuffy" Victor one-onone against New Jersey Nets guard
and former National League
Baskerball MVP Jason Kidd? No.
it's not a fantasy matchup, it was
reality last Saturday as Victor' s
Virgin Islands National Team took
on Team USA in the FIBA Men's
Basketball Olympic Qualifying
Tournament in San Juan. Puerto
Rico.
Victor. who has played for the
Virgin Islands squad since age 17
played 26 minutes Saturday against
the likes of Kidd. Tracy McGrndy,
Ray Allen and reigning NBA MVP
Tim Duncan, as the Americans
crushed the Virgin Islands 113-55
and stayed undefeated in the tournament.
Despite the Joss. Vic tor still
found his way into the box score
against USA. The MSU senior converted 2-of- 13 field goals from t he
floor, including 0-for-4 from the
three-point line. Victor was s e~ond
in team rebounding. pulling down
six rebounds, five of which came on
the offensive end. He also accumulated two personal foul s, one assist
and one turnover in the contest.
Team USA was led by Philadelphia 76ers guard Allen Iverson ,
who scored 17 points on 7-for-9
shooting to lead seven USA players
in double-figure scoring. Native
Virgin Island re~ d e nt Duncan

declined to play in the contest due
to having several friend s that were
playing on the Virgin Islands team.
For the tournament, Victor has
played the second most minutes on
the team with 126 minutes played
in four games, one of which he
started. In the four games, Victor
shot 33 peccnt (14-of-42) from the
fie ld. 27 percent (3-of- 11) from the
three-point line and scored a total of
37 points, an average of 9.3 per
game, fourth best for the Virgin
Islands.
Victor, wearing jersey number
seven, was second in rebouding.
with 28 total rebounds (7 .3 per
game), converted six-of-seven free
throws and committed 15 personal
fouls resulting in two foul -outs.
Rouding out Victor's slats were six
assists, II turnovers, two blocks
and five steals for the Virgin
Islands.
Coached by former MSU Head
Coach Tevester Anderson. Team
Virgin Islands finished the wurnament without a victory, losing all
five games played. Victo r wi ll
return to MSU shortly to resume
workouts in preperation for the
Racers· 2003-04 season. As a
j unior, Victor was the team' s leading scorer, averaging 15.3 points
per game and was sec on~ in
rebouding with an even eight
rebounds per game.
Victor is projected to be an AllOhio Valley Conference First Team
member and potential candidate for
the conference' s Player of the Year.

T riathlon Club diversiftes MSU club team choices
While new clubs form at Murray State every year, the sport of
triathlon keeps generating more interest along the way. For that reason, one of the new club teams this year is the Murray State
·
Triathlon Club.
This club is for anyone with a passion for swimming, biking or
running. Members do not have to participate in an entire triathlon.
They can simply form a relay and tackle one leg of the competition.
The aim of the Triathalon Club is not for members to eventually
compete on a professional level, but to foster team spirit and cultivate more healthy lifestyles. Students of all backgrounds and abilities are encouraged to join.
Professor of Occupational Safety and Health Randy Keller will be
advising and helping to develop_the Triathlon Club along with many
others. Keller earned his Level-l coaching certificate from USA
Triathlon several months ago with the hope that a club team could
be started.
The first organizational meeting will be held S p.m. Sept. 3 at
Keller's house,located at 41 1 North lOth St. (next to the post
office).
E-mail Keller at randal.keller@murraystate.edu for more information or phone him at 762-6655 (work) or at 759-5795 (home). A
Web site is already up and running at www.rjkeller.com/tribreds/.

Racer radio adds color to Its br oadcast
Longtime-play-by-play announcer and voice of Racer athletics
Neal Bradley will have some company in the broadcast booth as
former Calloway County High School sports play-by-play announcer Nathan Higdon has been announced as the new color man for aU
Racer football and basketball games.
Higdon, the general manager of WKBG 102. 1 FM in Mayfield, is
a native of Fancy Farm, Ky. He began working in sports broadcasting while a sophomore at Graves County High School.
In his new role, Higdon will provide color analysis during games,
while Bradley will continue to handle the play-by-play in his 13th
year of Racer broadcasts.
Broadcasts will begin 30 minutes prior to kickoff, and the
pregame show will include a scouting report, an interview with
Racer Head Coach Joe Pannunzio and insight into that day's game.
David Ramey will once again serve as the team's sideline reporter.
Higdon's network debut coincides with the Racers' football opener
Saturday against Valparaiso.

Andrew D. Bernstein I NBAEIUSA Basketball

Playing for the VIrgin Islands National Team, Murray State
senior forward C uthbert V'1ctor posts up against NBA star Jason
Kidd during the Virgin Islands Aug. 23 loss to Team USA.
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Summer brings restaurant change
by lauren Friske!
Staff Writer
As the nation copes with uncertain
economic times, businesses around
the country adapt to survive. Murray
restaurants are no exception.
Fifteenth & Olive has undergone
several changes expected to attract
more college students.
"We wanted to open up the space
and make it Jess formal," Jeff Yates,
owner of Fifteenth & Olive, said.
"We found there's not enough of a
market for fine dining seven nights a
week."
Yates has added dart boards and a
pool table, along with a revised menu.
"It's a slimmed-down menu geared
more towards college students and
people who want good food at rea·
sonable prices," Yates said. "We put
in a permanent buffet for lunch."
Yates said that while tbe restaurant
is now more casual, it still offers a
variety of menu choices.
''We are still the only people in
town who serve pe~>to pasta and Thai

pac;ta," Yates said.

In addition to the revised menu,
Yates said he hopes the entertainment
will attract college students.
"We've increased our entertainment," Yates said. "We' ll show
movies every Monday night. It's the
only place you'll be able to bave beer
and free popcorn."
Yates said that while underage
drinking has not been a problem,
measures are still being taken to prevent drinking violations.
"We're checking all IDs," Yates
said. ..We allow underage people to
be here for entertainment, but we're
keeping an eye on them. The fines for
drinking violations are very expensive.''
Yates said he wanted the restaurant
to be more comfortable for its
patrons.
"We were afraid people thought it
was an expensive place," Yates said.
"We really like our location because
you can walk (to the restaurant).
There's no reason to be in a neighborhood of fraternity houses and dorms

and people not being comfortable
here.''
While Fifteenth & Olive has made
changes to accommodate college students, another local restaurant is
attempting to cultivate more of a family atmosphere.
"It was just the right thing to do for
Applebee's," Chris Ballard, Apple·
bee's general manager, said.
Applebee's has limited their drink
specials to 3 to 7 p.m.
Ballani said there were several reasons behind this change - the most
imponant being Applebee's was not
bringing in as much revenue as anticipated.
"We weren't making any money by
running specials on ha1f-price drinks
and appetiz.ers," Ballard said.
Since the changes in specials
offered, Applebee's has not seen a
decrease in profit, Ballard said.
"We haven't suffered in sales," he
said. "We use less payroll, less food
and less liquor. It's a win all the way
around.''
Ballard said drink specials built the

wrong image for Applebee's.
"If you notice, our sign says Applebee's Neighborhood Bar and Grill,"
Ballard said. ''We were looking for a
family restaurant, and it turned into
the college hangout.''
Tbe excess of college students also
resulted in seating problems.
"Families would come in to eat and
get turned away," Ballard said.
"There were no available seats
because of happy hour."
Ballard said when the restaurant
became crowded, it was hard to monitor drinking.
''With the high volume of drinks
going through, it wasn't easy to monitor the responsible service of alcohol," Ballard said.
Although the large amount of college students made it difficult to monitor drinking, Ballard said Applebee's
has never had a problem with underage drinking.
"We had been invaded by the
police several times, but we have
never been cited for underage drinking," he said.

Baldy's opens; Backyard
Burger expresses interest
When Five Points restaurant
closed for business, restaurant
owner Cliff Finney said he did not
anticipate another restaurant opening in its place.
Finney said be is pleased with
the quality of food at Baldy's
Grill, which opened on June 16th
at Five Points' former location.
"I have eaten just about everywhere in Murray, and Baldy's is
great," Finney said. "'The calzones
are delicious. but you better have
two or three people to eat one."
Ayman EI-Beram, owner of
Baldy's, said the restaurant's location at 817 Coldwater Road was
chosen because of its close proximity to campus.
EI-Beram said he bopes to haye
a large college crowd. Baldy's

offers a 10-percent discount to
college students.
"Come and try us," EI-Beram
said. "If you don't want to get out.
we come to you. We deliver anything on the menu."
Baldy's is open every day from
11 a.m to 1 a.m.
City administrator Don Elias
said that the burger chain Backyard Burgers has expressed interest in coming to Murray.
"They have submitted their
plans for a building permit to the
city of Murray," he said. "I think
their intentions are to come to
Murray."
Elias said Backyard Burgers
will be located in the fonner Long
John SilversiA&W building,
located at 801 Paramount Drive.
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For the bast fashion and
value of the season.
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The Murray ·S tate News
Online Edition
now features the following:
EXTENDED POLICE BEAT LISTINGS!
MORE NEWS!
VOTE IN ONLINE POLLS!
SEARCH OUR ARCHIVES!
PLUS!
See promotions for
The Murray State News
printed edition stories online
before publication date!
For online advertising information
contact Areia Hathcock at 762-4478.

www.thenews.org

